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Study highlights 

While most weather related headlines 
are often focused on negative impacts 
and implications, our research 
indicates weather has both negative 
and positive impacts on 
organizations 

These impacts, while largely negative, 
translate directly to an 
organization’s income statement 

An overwhelming majority of 
executives believe better weather 
related insights can reduce costs 
and increase revenues… and they 
believe the potential impact can be 
material to their bottom line  

While most execs leverage data from 
multiple sources, they see weather 
insights as a service as more 
valuable than raw data alone 

Executives identified six key business 
and technical challenges that are 
inhibiting them from deriving more 
insights from weather data 

Fortunately, these business and 
technical challenges are relatively easy 
to address and we’ve identified 
lessons learned from organizations 
that have successfully overcome 
these challenges  
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It seems like most of the headlines about weather are often related to 
negative impacts and implications… 

Source: “Weather, Climate & Catastrophe Insight, 2017 Annual Report.” Aon Benfield UCL Hazard Research Center. January 2018.  

330 
Number of catastrophic weather 

events globally in 2017 
Number of billion-dollar weather 

events globally in 2017 

31 
1,141+ 

Causalities in the 2017 Sierra 
Leone mudslides 

Second costliest year on record for 
insurers with severe weather peril 

$24b 
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… however, our research indicates weather has both negative and 
positive impacts on organizations 

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value 2018 Global Weather Study 

Positive Negative 

Operating model innovation 40% 

Executive ratings of how weather has impacted their organization in the past 12 months 

Business model innovation 35% 

Brand reputation  23% 30% 

Risk management  33% 30% 

Revenues  43% 19% 

Interaction with customers  33% 19% 

Insurance premiums  41% 17% 

Interactions with ecosystem partners and suppliers  33% 17% 

Business operations  42% 16% 

Operating costs  53% 

Cost of goods  36% 

Depreciation  45% 

18% 

15% 

9% 

3% 

1% 
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These impacts translate directly (both positively and negatively) to an 
organization’s income statement 

100% Weather impacts 
at least one 

revenue metric in 
my organization 

24% 54% 

Positively Negatively 

100% 
Weather impacts at least three revenue metrics in my 

organization… 

9% 62% 

Positively Negatively 

Weather impacts at least three cost metrics in my 
organization… 

Weather impacts on REVENUE metrics… Weather impacts on COST metrics… 

Weather impacts 
at least one   

cost metric in my 
organization 

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value 2018 Global Weather Study 
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While most execs leverage data from multiple sources, they see 
weather insights as a service as more valuable than raw data 

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value 2018 Global Weather Study 

Methods and sources where we obtain weather data 

68% 
Executives that indicate weather 
insights as a service would be 
more valuable than raw data 

We gather data from multiple sources  71% 

We obtain data from open source 
providers 64% 

We gather data from public / 
government operated sources 62% 

We obtain data “as a service” from a 
vendor 35% 

We own and operate a weather sensor 
network 26% 
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Executives identified three key business challenges that are inhibiting 
them from deriving more insights from weather data 

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value 2018 Global Weather Study 

Challenges inhibiting your organization form deriving more insights from weather data 

Uncertainty about using weather data in decision-making 57% 

Insufficient vision or innovation at my organization 39% 

Lack of confidence in accuracy of weather data 31% 

Costs to perform analytics 21% 

Lack of skills / technical know-how 13% 

Lack of business case or executive support 9% 

Difficulty in integrating weather data into operational processes  60% 

Uncertainty about how using weather data can create value 69% 
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Most execs also cite three key technical challenges encountered in 
integrating weather data into day-to-day business practices… 

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value 2018 Global Weather Study 

Technical challenges encountered in integrating weather data into day-to-day business practices 

Automating decisions based on weather data 51% 

Difficulty translating data into useful insights 44% 

Inconsistent data across variety of source systems 41% 

Lack of software / tools 24% 

Problems with frequency, completeness or granularity of weather data  24% 

Integrating weather data into existing business processes 13% 

Weather data availability  54% 

Inaccurate weather data 54% 

Fortunately, these business and technical challenges are relatively easy to 
address and many organizations have successfully overcome these challenges  
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